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ABSTRACT 
Several characterizations are given for certain nonnegative matrices having equal 
spectral and numerical radii. Some of these results are applied to stochastic matrices. 
NOTATION, TERMINOLOGY, AND INTRODUCTION 
Let Iw and Q= denote the fields of real and complex numbers, respectively, 
let M, denote the algebra of complex nXn matrices, and let Z denote the 
identity matrix in M,. We denote by (x, y ) the standard inner product of 
X, ~EQ=“, and by /Ix11 the Euclidean norm of x (i.e. llxlI=~~). For a 
matrix QEM, we denote by u(Q) the spectrum of Q, by r(Q) the spectral 
radius of Q, by W(Q) the numerical range (field of values) of Q, i.e. 
W(Q)={(QX,X) :xE@“, IIKII=~}, 
by fti(Q) the numerical radius of Q, i.e. 
and by IlQll the operator norm of Q, i.e. IIQII=max{IIQ~II:IIrll=1}. It is 
known [9, p. 114; 12, p. 1681 that a(Q) c W(Q) and 
~(Q>-(~(Q>~llQll. (1) 
A matrix QEM, is said to be spectrabid if r(Q)=w(Q) [9, p. 1151 (called 
spectral in [6, 7, 81). 
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For a matrix QEM,, we denote by %(Q) the null space of Q, i.e. 
%_(Q)={xEC”: Qx=O}. If AEU(Q), then the index of X, denoted ind A, is 
the multiplicity of A in the minimal polynomial of Q. Equivalently, ind X is 
the smallest positive integer k such that 9Z((Q-hZ)k)=%((Q--XZ)kf1). 
For a matrix Q (vector x), we denote by Q’ (zT) the transpose of Q (x). 
The classical adjoint of QEM, will be denoted by adjQ, and for a real 
QEM, we denote ReQ=i(Q+QT). 
We say that a matrix Q (vector X) is positive, written Q>O (x>O), if all 
the entries (components) of Q (x) are positive; we say that a matrix Q (vector 
x) is nonnegative, written Q>O (x20), if all the entries (components) of Q 
(x) are nonnegative. 
If Q E M,, Q> 0, then the spectral radius r(Q) is known to be an 
eigenvalue of Q, called the Perron ,root of Q. To this eigenvalue of Q there 
corresponds a nonnegative eigenvector, called a Perron vector of Q. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the Perron-Frobenius theory of 
nonnegative matrices [l, 5, 151. 
A nonnegative matrix Q E M, having all row sums equal to one is called a 
stochastic matrix, and if all row sums and all column sums are equal to one, 
then the matrix is called doubly stochastic. 
If A is a nonnegative irreducible nX n matrix and if Au=ru, ATv=rv, 
r=r(A), u>O, v>O, then 
Z3Ef adj(rZ-A)=ouvT 
for some scalar cu>O. Indeed, it is known [l, p. 311 that B is a positive matrix, 
and from AB=rB ( ATBT =rST) it follows that each column of B (ET) is a 
Perron vector of A (AT). But A (AT) has only one linearly independent Perron 
vector, namely u (v). Consequently, B=ouvT for some scalar cu>O. 
If S is a subset of 6, then bdryS will denote the boundary of S. 
In this paper we consider a nonnegative matrix A such that A + AT is 
irreducible, and we shall give several necessary and sufficient conditions for A 
to be spectraloid. Some of these results will be applied to stochastic matrices. 
MAIN RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a nonnegative n X n matrix such that A + AT is 
irreducible, and let r=r( A). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is spectraloid (i.e. r(A)=w(A)); 
(b) r(A)EbdryW(A); 
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(c) %(A-rZ)=%(AT-rZ); 
(d) A is irreducible and adj(rZ-A) is symmetric; 
(e) A and AT have a common Perron vector; 
(f) r(A)=r(ReA); 
(g) Il(tZ-A)-‘II=l/(t-r)firaZZ t>r; 
(h) Il(tZ-A)-‘II<l/(t-r)firaZl t>r. 
Proof. (a)*(b): The numerical range W(A) contains the eigenvalue 
T(A) of A and is contained in the closed disk ({EC:J~J<w(A)=r(A)}. 
Consequently, r(A) E bdry W(A). 
(b)*(c): This implication is known ([ll]; see also [3, 10, 161). 
(c)*(d): Let ~E%((A-TZ)~), and denote y=(A-rZ)x. Then (A-rZ)y 
=O and, by virtue of assumption (c), (AT-rZ)y=O. Now, I((A-TZ)X](~= 
((A-rZ)x,(A-rZ)x) =(y,(A-rZ)x) =((AT-rZ)y, x) =O. Thus XE 
%(A-rZ) and so %((A-TZ)~)=‘$X(A-~Z). This equality implies that 
ind r= 1. We intend to show that the eigenvalue r of A has algebraic 
multiplicity equal to one. Let Au=ru, ~20, u#O, Av=rv, v#O. Making 
use of assumption (c), we have ATu=ru, ATv=ru and, consequently, (ReA)u 
=ru, (ReA)u=ru. Since ReA is irreducible, we must have r=r(ReA), and it 
also follows that u and o are linearly dependent. Thus, the geometric 
multiplicity of r (as an eigenvalue of A) is equal to one, which, together with 
ind r= 1, implies that the algebraic multiplicity of r (as an eigenvalue of A) is 
equal to one. From (ReA)u= ru we also have that u >O, and now the 
relations Au =ru, ATu=mc, u >O, together with the fact that I has algebraic 
multiplicity equal to one, imply that A is irreducible [5, p. 791. From Au=ru, 
ATu=ru, u>O, we obtain that adj(rZ-A)=auuT for some scalar cu>O. Thus, 
adj( rZ- A) is symmetric. 
(d)*(e): Denoting B=adj(rZ-A), we have AB=BA=rB and, since B is 
symmetric, ATB=BAT=rB. Thus, A and AT have a common Perron vector. 
(e)*(f): If Au=ru, ATu=ru, ~20, u#O, then (ReA)u=ru and, since 
Re A is irreducible, we have r=r(Re A). 
(f)+(a): This implication is known [7]. 
(a)=+(g): It is well known (see, for example, [4]) that 
d&A)) Gll(tz-A)-lliG d@,;(A)) [t@WcA)]Y 
where d( t, S) denotes the distance from the point t E C to the set S C Q=. Since 
A is nonnegative, we have w(A) E W(A) (see [7]) and consequently 
it.- G/)(tz-A)-lI/G t_;(A) t-r(A) 
for t> w( A). Now assumption (a) implies at once statement (g). 
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(g)+(h): This implication is obvious. 
(h)=+(a): Denoting t- r=s, condition (h) can be written 
I/[sZ-(A-rZ)]-‘/lc$ forall s>O. 
This implies [ 131 that Re W( A - rZ) ~0 and so Re W( A) < T. Since for A > 0 
we have w(A)E W(A) [7], it follows that war, and so by (1) we have 
r(A)=r=w(A). n 
REMARK 1. Understandably, all the equivalent statements of Proposition 
1 involve in some form the spectral radius r of the matrix A. However, one 
can disprove condition (d) (even for an irreducible matrix A) without having 
the value of r. Namely, we have the following statement. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A 20 he an irreducible n X n matrix, and denote 
B( t ) = adj( tZ- A). A necessary condition for A to be spectra&d is 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
Evaluating only two entries of B( t ) =adj( tZ- A) = (b,,( t )), namely, b,,( t ) = 
t+8 and b,(t)=t+3, we can see at once that 51= 0 and thus A is not 
spectraloid. 
Corollary 1 can be strengthened in the following manner. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A > 0 be an irreducible n X n matrix, let S be a subset 
of W containing the Perron root r of A, and denote B(t)=adj(tZ-A). A 
necessary condition for A to be spectraloid is 
Next we intend to apply Proposition 1 to stochastic matrices. First we 
prove a property of doubly stochastic matrices which most probably is known. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Zf A is a doubly stochastic matrix, then w(A) = II A II = 1. 
Proof. If A is doubly stochastic, then so are AT and ATA. It follows that 
IIA112=~(ATA)=1,whence,makinguseof(1),weobtainw(A)=1. n 
Our result regarding stochastic matrices is contained in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a stochastic n Xn matrix. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is spectraloid (i.e. w(A) = 1); 
(b) II A II = 1; 
(c) w(A)= IIAII; 
(d) A is doubly stochastic. 
Proof. (a)*(d): (i) If A +AT is irreducible, then statement (d) follows 
from the implication (a)=+(e) of Proposition 1. (ii) If A +AT is reducible, then 
there exists a permutation matrix P such that PAPT =A,@ - . + @A,, where 
each Ai is square, irreducible, and stochastic. Now, l=r(A)=r(Ai)=Sw(Ai) 
<maxiw(Aj)=w(AICB .. . @Ak)=w(PAPT)=w(A)=l, whence w(Ai)=l 
for all i. From part (i) of this proof it follows that Ai is doubly stochastic. Then 
PAPT and also A are doubly stochastic. 
(d)-(b): This implication follows from Proposition 2. 
(b)=+(c): This follows at once from the inequalities (1). 
(c)=+(b): This implication is known ([2, p. 92; 9, p. 1141). 
(b)+(a): This follows at once from the inequalities (1). 
COROLLARY 3 [14]. Every normal stochastic matrix is doubly stochastic. 
The author is grateful to Eitan Tadmor for strengthening an earlier version 
of Proposition 3. 
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